The Wonderful Wizard of Oz

L. Frank Baum

Vocabulary: meanings of words from the story

1 prairie  2 Kansas  3 cellar  4 cyclone  5 roar  6 bump  7 witch  8 wicked  9 brick
10 mark  11 mistake  12 brave  13 journey  14 forehead  15 smile  16 stream  17 field
18 invite  19 supper  20 dangerous  21 scarecrow  22 sack  23 stuff  24 straw  25 crow
26 emerald

Writing: rewrite sentences

1 The witch's kiss left a mark on Dorothy's forehead.  2 Their house was in the Kansas prairie.
3 'There's a cyclone coming,' said Uncle Henry.  4 They hid in a cellar.
5 The house landed on the witch.  6 She was a very wicked woman.  7 Oz lives in the Emerald City.
8 It is not near here. It will be a long journey.  9 The road is dangerous.  10 They came to a stream.
11 The rich Munchkin invited them to come into his house.  12 'We are going to eat supper,' he said.

Grammar: syntax

1 Everything in it was covered with shining emeralds.
2 I want you to kill the Wicked Witch of the West.
3 The Winged Monkeys would help three times and three times only.
4 She knew Dorothy was too simple and good to use her powers.
5 There was nothing left of her but the Silver Shoe.
6 You have told lies and deceived everyone for years.
7 The scarecrow was now the King of the Emerald City.
8 Knock the shoes together three times and say where you want to go.

Vocabulary: group words

1 a flock of birds  2 a shoal of fish  3 a swarm of bees  4 a school of whales
5 a herd of cattle  6 a pack of wolves/dogs  7 a pride of lions  8 a crowd of people

Vocabulary: job words

1 a farmer  2 a tinsmith  3 a barber  4 a carpenter  5 a woodman  6 a sailor

Vocabulary and Grammar: collocations with make / do / have

1 make  2 do  3 have  4 do  5 make  6 have  7 do  8 make  9 make  10 have

Vocabulary Focus: mark (verb and noun)

1 the best marks  2 marker pen  3 X marks the spot  4 marked them  5 mark  6 marks
7 trade-marks